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We thank Dr. Gurney for his interest and comment [1] on our recent systematic review
and meta-analysis quantifying the effect of Guarana on cognitive performance [2]. Our
paper compared the acute effect of Guarana ingestion versus a placebo on a variety of
cognitive tasks without the additional influence of exercise. Our findings indicated that
Guarana did not provide a significant effect on cognitive performance when aggregating
effect sizes (ES) across all tasks and outcome variables reported (e.g., accuracy and response
time) within each individual study. However, a sub-group analysis revealed a difference
between accuracy and response time measures across the included studies; specifically,
response time was significantly faster with Guarana compared to a control trial, although
the effect size (ES = 0.202) was considered “small”.

We are pleased that Dr. Gurney and colleagues found similar results in their recent
study [3], observing a faster response in choice reaction time with Guarana (unrelated
to exercise). Unfortunately, the date of our systematic review preceded the publication
of this study, and therefore it was not included in our meta-analysis. Notably, if we add
this single test to our sub-group analysis (with data provided in the published paper), the
ES for response time with Guarana, although significant, remains “small” (ES = 0.225).
In summary, we concur with the comment [1] that additional research is warranted to
understand if Guarana provides additional advantages in cognitive performance compared
to caffeine alone while under either resting or exercise settings.
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